The Your Online Voices conversation has, for the ﬁrst time, uncovered
an in-depth understanding of what consumers actually feel about
and want from data-driven advertising, in their own words.

THE YOUR ONLINE VOICES
BIG CONVERSATION

THE YOUR ONLINE VOICES
SURVEY

A two-phase open, deliberative conversation. The

A quantitative survey, hosted in parallel to the Big

ﬁrst phase included four open-ended questions and

Conversation, to test more speciﬁc solutions and to

the second one - speciﬁc solutions-oriented ideas

develop an improved sense of the weight of

split into three topics. Participants were able to

consumers’ opinion on some key issues.

submit their ideas, comment on what others said or
vote to express their preferences.
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During this time:

3,210

1,162

EUROPEANS LOGGED INTO
THE CONVERSATION

25,000
4,911
20,354

16,000

1,812

CONTRIBUTIONS MADE TO
THE CONVERSATION

RESPONSES GENERATED BY THE
YOUR ONLINE VOICES SURVEY

OF THEM PARTICIPATED IN
THE DISCUSSION

In total, the Your Online Voices conversation generated
more than 25,000 data points.

About 25% of these (4,911), focused on participants’
perceptions of and attitudes towards online advertising.

75% (20,354) focused on consumers’ wants and
preferences for how targeted advertising works.

THE KEY THEMES WHICH WE TAKE AWAY
FROM WHAT CONSUMERS TOLD US ARE:

Respect

Most Discussed
Topics1

Most Liked
Topics2

Most Controversial
Topics3

I want to curate my own
advertising

Who has access to my data / is
targeting me?

I want a centralised control
panel for ads

I want to be able to block
ads

How is my data used?

I trust ads from known
brands

There are too many ads

I want to choose what data
I’m sharing and how it is used

I’m against advertising in
general

Relevance

1Based on sum of

2Among topics discussed more than

2Among topics discussed more than

posts/likes/dislikes

the average / Adjusted by number of

the average / Adjusted by number of

contributions

contributions

Clarity

In general, consumers said they feel

Practicality

Meaningfulness

A lot of consumers feel frustrated

overwhelmed by the amount of
advertising they see and the level of

with their ad experience and
do not think they have a meaningful

tracking they think is happening

way to change it.

in the background.

Despite this, some consumers felt
A predominant concern shared by

that when done well, online ads

consumers was that their data is being

can be very helpful in bringing

collected and used without them

new products or good deals and were

being fully aware.

open to the idea of more relevant, less
intrusive online ads.

Number and share of contributions
related to how consumers feel about
online ads

From the Survey: Consumers’ general attitude towards
online advertising
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56%
I would like to see personalized ads,
but I do not want my internet
activity data to be used

Interrupted by
advertising

39%

(3029)

I like it and I am worried about how
my online activity is being used

6000
5000
Worried about data
(4579)

Frustrated about ad

3000

I like it and I am worried about how
my browsing activity is being used

collection

4000
experience
(5906)

I don’t like it, I’d rather see
generic (non-personalized) ads

2000
Interrupted by

1000

3%

advertising
(1765)

(525)

0
Targeted ads annoy me

Targeted ads worry me

0%

Targeted ads are helpful

10%

EN

20%

FR

30%

40%

COMBINED

Percentages indicate the share of total
contributions

19
“I ﬁnd online advertising frustrating, I know my online activity is used to decide what advertising
to show me, but I'm not always looking at things online I want or need sometimes it's research
and I know if I look up something I am soon bombarded with ads for something I have no interest
in. I've even gone as far as adding ad blockers to my email and social media, so I can actually see
the content I want and not be interrupted by ads every click of the mouse. “

33
“I’m not bothered by personalised ads on the internet but I’d like to have more
controls with regard to whom my data is sold to and to what purpose.”

33
“Whatever you do on the internet, you can’t do it without being spied on.”

Overall, consumers expressed a low level of trust in

The key driver of trust was familiarity with the

online advertising: Our survey results demonstrated

company behind the ads: Familiar publishers or

Distrust was mainly linked to the potential for
ads to be scams or to mislead consumers:

that consumer trust in diﬀerent types of ads, contexts,

advertisers were most trusted by consumers with their

Experiencing one bad ad seems to inﬂuence how much

and actors behind online ads does not surpass 4/10.

data, followed by local advertisers.

consumers trusted advertising in general.

From the Survey: Trust in diﬀerent actors using
consumer data
From the Survey: Trust in diﬀerent
types of ads

Intermediaries (companies that
connect advertisers)

Political advertising

Content/news websites that
you are NOT familiar with

Content/news websites that
you are familiar with

Inﬂuencer advertising

Social media platforms
(e.g. Facebook, Youtube)

Contextual advertising

Local advertisers
Interest-based advertising
Small and Medium advertisers
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Note: We did not ask respondents in France about political
advertising since it is prohibited in the country
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Number and share of contributions
related to ad experience being respectful

An underlining theme which came across
more broadly was that consumers would

8000

like online advertising to feel more
respectful - of their data and ability to
choose for themselves.

42%

7000

1262

6000
5000

2142

4000

19%

16%

3000
1496

2000

992

3366

1000

1533

1565

I want ads not to
disrupt my browsing
experience

I want the industry to
be more transparent

0

The key asks related to this was for
advertising to not:

I want the industry
to better respect my
choices and preferences

Percentages indicate the share of total
contributions

Be tricky or manipulative
Obscure content or disrupt their

The industry should listen to my choices and not try to deceive me
I should be able to decide if I share my data and who I share it with

browsing experience
Do things in a non-transparent manner.

I should be able to choose when I want to see ads or not
I would like ads that do not interfere with what I’m trying to do
I would like less ads
I want to know how the system works and who is behind it
I should know what data the industry is collecting and why

Number and share of contributions
related to ad relevance

An important distinction emerged that in addition

to being personalised, i.e. based on personal
information, consumers want adverts to
be more relevant to them.

7%

1200

6%

120

1000
368

800

404

600

A large number of consumers felt that a lot of the
adverts they see online are currently not relevant to
them – either because they relate to a product
they’ve already bought or are not linked enough to
their current interests.

400
639

587

200
0
I want better
quality ads

I want better
targeted ads

Percentages indicate the share of total
contributions

To be more relevant, consumers would like adverts to be of

better quality (in being useful) and better
targeted.

Ads should be more relevant in general
Ads should help me make better, more informed purchase decisions
Targeting should be more precise and relevant
I should not see ads for products I already bough
If I ignore an irrelevant ad, I would like it not to come back

37
“I agree with the use of my consumer preferences, but the most important
word is RESPECT: don't sell my data, don’t misuse it!”

43
“ I would like not to be invaded by pop up ads as soon as I open a web page anymore... “

30
“Ads should revolve around our interests and our day to day life. Twenty years
ago I would have been interested in ads for diapers, baby food of infant
formula. Now that I’m 46, I really don’t care. It’s counterproductive because it
deters me from looking at the other ads.”

18
“I would like companies not to bombard me with ads all the time but make
ads much more relevant for my needs.”

23
“I’VE ALREADY BOUGHT THAT! I’d like to have a button for already purchased when I have bought
something - that way I don’t need to be hounded for all eternity by Toaster companies when I bought a
toaster 3 weeks ago - this will save my time, and companies time and guarantee I don’t get so fed up I
never purchase from that company in the future!“

Consumers would like to change their
current experience by having practical
and meaningful control over the
advert they see and meaningful and
simply-presented information to
help them take informed decisions.

The key takeaway which came through from
the Your Online Voices conversation is that
consumers want to be able to practically,

meaningfully, and simply curate their
own advertising experience
when online.

Number and share of contributions
related to control
From the Survey: Tools for consumers to
control their experience of online ads

3366 (21%)

3764 (23%)

Top 5 most discussed topics
related to control over
targeted advertising

Total Contributions

60%
50%

I want to curate my own
advertising

2,553

40%

I want to be able to block ads

1,495

30%
20%

I want to be able to enable or
disable / opt out targeting
at will by simply revoking any
consent i’ve given
2142 (13%)
I want more control over the data I share
I want more control over ads, by being able to
close or block them
I want to be able to easily personalise my ad
experience

1,021

10%
0%

I want to choose what data I’m
sharing and how it’s used

896

I want my advertising, privacy
and cookie preferences
remembered across the web

633

A control panel within each ad
to communicate and reﬂect
back on your preferred
categories of interest
over time

A centralised dashboard to
communicate and reﬂect
back on your interests
over time

EN

Percentages indicate the share of total
contributions

FR

An identiﬁer that ensures
your choices are
respected by all
advertisers

COMBINED

Number and share of contributions
related to information
From the Survey: Importance of information about
why consumers are seeing an ad

119 (1%)

457 (3%)

The criteria used to show you an
advertisments (e.g. your interests)

Other companies involved in
showing you this ad?

The brand/company behind
an ad you see?

1996 (12%)
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Top 5 most discussed topics
related to information
about ads

Total Contributions

What data is collected and
used to target me

620

How is my data used?

528

Who has access to my data / is
targeting me?

459

Why am I seeing this ad?

389

Who is behind the ad I see?

346

More information about my data
More information about advertisers

EN

FR

COMBINED

More information about the advertising system
Percentages indicate the share of total
contributions

57
“The choices of everything in the hands of the individual, not the
companies/advertisers but the person whom the data is being saved from.“

5
“Often when you are given the option to deny cookies, the website asking to ask them makes it more intuitive to say yes - e.g. the yes button being
highlighted. Some websites oﬀer you with huge lists of every company that has access to the information they can access, instead of letting you
deny all unnecessary cookies. With necessary cookies, I feel we should be told WHY they are necessary..“

52
“I want to choose the topics of my ads.”

43
“ On each ad I would like to see a button giving me the choice to accept or refuse personalized ads. This button would give the possibility to :
- ON: accept to be tracked by the brand during my browsing and research to be oﬀered ads related to my requests and interests.
- OFF: refuse to be tracked by the brand, and see only random ads, without any personalization.
But that, on each ad. This way, you can select on a case by case basis the subjects where you accept the proposals and those where you don't want
to be tracked.
To illustrate, when I'm looking for gifts - let's choose earrings for example - I don't want to see all kinds of earrings displayed by surprise every time I
or someone else logs on to my PC. On the other hand, since at the same time I'm looking to buy a new car, I don't want to block the way to ad
personalization and I want to be able to take advantage of ad personalization for this theme.”

35
“I think it would be nice if each time an ad is displayed in response to any activity on the web,
we would be told something like ”this ad had been served because you went on the site … ”

14
“Being able to view the exact reason you're being shown an advert and the source of the data, i.e. you visited a
similar website on xx date, you have recently or regularly searched a certain word or phrase, you have
interacted with or talked about a brand or product on social media (public posts, not private messages), and
where the information has been collected from e.g. search engine, social media interaction..“

Compared to the topics of respect, ad
relevance, consumer control, and
information, oversight and regulation

Top 4 most discussed topics
related to regulation and
oversight of ads

Total Contributions

I want ads to be independently
certiﬁed to avoid scams and
misleading ads

818

I want to be able to complain to
an authority

171

I want my data to be managed
on my behalf by an independent
entity that I can trust

65

The advertising industry should
be more tightly regulated

57

was not as widely discussed by
consumers.

However, among consumers who shared
ideas and commented on this topic, the
majority said they want some form of
third-party regulation in order to ban
scams and misleading ads.

